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Vibrant lady Irena Ditrichová owns a large prosperous 
firm with subsidiaries abroad. After being involved in a 
serious car crash she decides to sell the firm and use 
the proceeds for supporting people, total strangers 
to her, who have found themselves in difficult life 
situations. But her son Jaroslav – and even more his 
very materialistic wife Jolana – are far from happy about 
her decision. Jaroslav, till then a man of integrity and 
loving son, thus unexpectedly finds himself between 
the millstones of two dominant women, and is facing 
a fateful dilemma. Should he just watch his mother 

handing round millions which were supposed soon to fall into the lap of 
his family, or succumb to his wife's pressure and have his mother declared 
legally incapacitated? Surprising it's Jaroslav's son Lukáš who becomes 
his opponent: he asks for help lawyer Nebeský, Granny's friend of long 
standing. During the court hearing this skilful professional develops an 
essential reflection: is it possible to diagnose a person approaching the 
end of her life who absolutely freely and in good faith decides to hand 
round her money as suffering from dementia? But during the unexpected 
conflict with his mother Jaroslav overlooks one important fact: if he opts to 
act against his mother, in all likelihood he will lose her for good. He realises 
his mistake, but too late. Nevertheless, under the influence of unforeseen 
circumstances, the voice of his conscience does win in the end. Yet the 
question remains – will his mother, a person of high principles, and now 
moreover emotionally harmed, ever forgive him the way he's acted…?
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